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Abstract
Sexual selection researchers have traditionally focused on adult sex differences; however,
the schedule and pattern of sex-specific ontogeny can provide insights unobtainable from
an exclusive focus on adults. Recently, it has been debated whether facial width-to-height
ratio (fWHR; bi-zygomatic breadth divided by midface height) is a human secondary sexual
characteristic (SSC). Here, we review current evidence, then address this debate using
ontogenetic evidence, which has been under-explored in fWHR research. Facial measure-
ments were collected from 3D surface images of males and females aged 3 to 40 (Study 1;
US European-descent, n = 2449), and from 2D photographs of males and females aged 7 to
21 (Study 2; Bolivian Tsimane, n = 179), which were used to calculate three fWHR variants
(which we call fWHRnasion, fWHRstomion, and fWHRbrow) and two other common facial
masculinity ratios (facial width-to-lower-face-height ratio, fWHRlower, and cheekbone prom-
inence). We test whether the observed pattern of facial development exhibits patterns indic-
ative of SSCs, i.e., differential adolescent growth in either male or female facial morphology
leading to an adult sex difference. Results showed that only fWHRlower exhibited both adult
sex differences as well as the classic pattern of ontogeny for SSCs—greater lower-face
growth in male adolescents relative to females. fWHRbrow was significantly wider among
both pre- and post-pubertal males in the Bolivian Tsimane sample; post-hoc analyses
revealed that the effect was driven by large sex differences in brow height, with females hav-
ing higher placed brows than males across ages. In both samples, all fWHR measures were
inversely associated with age; that is, human facial growth is characterized by greater rela-
tive elongation in the mid-face and lower face relative to facial width. This trend continues
even into middle adulthood. BMI was also a positive predictor of most of the ratios across
ages, with greater BMI associated with wider faces. Researchers collecting data on fWHR
should target fWHRlower and fWHRbrow and should control for both age and BMI.
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Researchers should also compare ratio approaches with multivariate techniques, such as
geometric morphometrics, to examine whether the latter have greater utility for understand-
ing the evolution of facial sexual dimorphism.
Introduction
Charles Darwin (1872) [1] used the term secondary sexual characteristic (SSC) to refer to traits
that evolve by sexual selection, and which contribute to an individual’s reproductive success
through deterring competitors (i.e., intrasexual selection) [2–5] or attracting mates (i.e., inter-
sexual selection) [2, 6]. Sexual selection is the primary explanatory framework for the evolution
of sex differences across species, including humans [2, 3, 7–10].
In 2007, Weston et al. [11] proposed a new human SSC—facial width-to-height ratio
(fWHR), or the width of the face (between the left and right zygion) divided by the length of
the mid-face (from the nasion to the prosthion, referred to as fWHRnasion in the current anal-
yses; see Table 1 and Fig 1 for measurement variants) based on identification of sex differences
in a sample of South African crania. Since then, this and similar facial metrics have gained
increasing attention in psychology, biological anthropology, and other fields for its persistent
association with an array of behavioral, psychosocial, and anatomical traits [12–15]. A number
of recent studies, however, highlight inconsistencies in the findings [16–20] and it is now cur-
rently debated whether fWHR should be characterized as an SSC [20–24]. We review the cur-
rent debate, and then argue that important insights may be gained from an ontogenetic
approach, which should inform any conclusions drawn from adult populations.
Is fWHR a secondary sexual characteristic (SSC)?
Evolutionary biologists emphasize three joint criteria to assess whether a trait is a product of
sexual selection rather than an alternative process (e.g., genetic drift, pleiotropic byproduct)
[25].
1. SSCs should be sexually dimorphic, at least during the period(s) of mating competition
[2]. Weston et al. [11] first described sex differences in dry bone fWHR among a sample of
native southern African crania. However, since then, identification of adult sex differences in
fWHR have been inconsistent; several studies have found significant sex differences [11, 13],
while others have not [16, 18, 19, 23, 26–28]. A recent meta-analysis of these findings indicated
a significant adult sex difference in fWHR, but the magnitude of the effect was small (mean
weighted effect size = 0.11) [14]. For comparison, three traits that likely are SSCs—stature,
voice pitch, and muscularity—show much larger sex differences, with effect sizes of 1.6 (height,
across 53 nations) [29]; 2.4 (vocal fundamental frequency) [30]; and 2.5 (arm muscle volume)
[8].
2. SSCs should increase success in mating competition, leading to higher reproductive suc-
cess (or proxies thereof, such as status, mating success, or judgments of attractiveness) [31–
34]. The evidence that men with greater fWHRs have greater reproductive success has been
mixed. Studies have shown that men with greater fWHR have greater mating success [35],
increased sex drive [36], and more children [37]; whereas other studies have not identified a
relationship between men’s fWHR and number of children [19].
Weston et al. [11] originally proposed that a larger fWHR in males (i.e., wider face relative
to midface height) may have evolved by intersexual selection (i.e., female choice); however, a
meta-analysis showed a significant negative relationship between fWHR and physical
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Width dimension(s) Height dimension
1) fWHRnasion Zygion to zygion (or widest part of the face, or the
distance between left and right tragion)
Soft tissue: Nasion to
labiale superius
Gómez-Valdés et al. (2013)† [19]; Janson et al. (2018)� [147];
Kojonius & Eldblom (2020) [148]; Kordsmeyer et al. (2019)� [68];
Kramer (2017)† [23]; Krenn & Buehler (2019)��† [149]; Krenn &
Meier (2018)� [150]; Muñoz-Reyes et al. (2020)� [151]; Özener
(2012)† [18]; Rosenboom et al. (2018; called “UpperFWH2”)�� [119];
Rostovtseva et al. (2020) [152]; Zebrowitz et al. (2015) [128]; Zilioli
et al. (2015)�[39]
Dry bone: Nasion to
prosthion
2) fWHRbrow Zygion to zygion (or widest part of the face, or the
distance between left and right tragion)
Soft tissue: Eyebrow
(tip or center of arch)
to labiale superius
Ahmed et al. (2019; inner ends of eyebrow) [153]; Arnocky et al.
(2018) [154]; Bird et al. (2016) [65]; Burton & Rule (2013; lateral
center of eyebrow) [155]; Carré & McCormick (2008; mid-brow)
[13]; Carré et al. (2009; mid-brow) [12]; Carré et al. (2013) [156];
Cleary et al. (2020; mid-brow) [157]; Coetzee et al. (2010)� [108];
Costa et al. (2017; mid-brow) [142]; Deaner et al. (2012)�� [40];
Deska et al. (2018a,b; mid-brow) [57, 125]; Eisenbruch et al. (2018)�
[66]; Fawcett et al. (2019)� [158]; Fuji et al. (2016; bottom of the
eyebrows)� [159]; Geniole et al. (2014a,b) [59, 167]; Geniole &
McCormick (2015; mid-brow) [41]; Hahn et al. (2017) [160];
Haselhuhn & Wong (2011; mid-brow) [60]; Haselhuhn et al. (2014;
mid-brow) [161]; Hehman et al. (2013; mid-brow) [162]; Hehman
et al. (2014; mid-brow)�� [163]; Hodges-Simeon et al. (2016)��� [20];
Huh et al. (2014) [164]; Kakkar et al. (2020; mid-brow) [165];
Kamiya et al. (2019; midpoint of the inner-most point of the
eyebrows) [166]; Kosinski (2017) [17]; Krenn & Buehler (2019)��†
[149]; Landry et al. (2019) [137]; Lefevre et al. (2012)�†[16]; Lefevre
et al. (2013)� [67]; Lieberz et al. (2017) [167]; MacDonell et al. (2018;
mid-brow) [49]; Mileva et al. (2014; mid-brow) [168]; Ormiston et al.
(2016; mid-brow) [169]; Palmer-Hague et al. (2018; mid-brow)�
[170]; Price et al. (2017; lower border of the eyebrows)�� [171];
Valentine et al. (2014; lower border of the eyebrows))��� [35];
Welker et al. (2014; mid-brow)� [38]; Welker et al. (2015; mid-
brow)� [63]; Welker et al. (2016) [24]; Wang et al. (2019; mid-brow)
[172]; Wen & Zheng (2020; mid-brow) [173]; Weston et al. (2007)
[11]; Whitehouse et al. (2015)† [71]; Yang et al. (2018) [174]; Zhang
et al. (2020a; mid-brow) [175]
3) fWHRstomion Zygion to zygion (or widest part of the face, or the
distance between left and right tragion)
Soft tissue: Nasion to
stomion
Rosenboom et al. (2018; called “UpperFWH1”)�� [119]; Robertson
et al. (2017)† [28]
4) fWHRlower Zygion to zygion (or widest part of the face, or the
distance between left and right tragion)
Soft tissue: Nasion to
bottom of chin
Rosenboom et al. (2018; called “TotalFWH”)�� [119]; Hodges-
Simeon et al. (2016))���[20]; Landry et al. (2019) [138]; Lefevre et al.
(2012)� [16]; Lefevre et al. (2013)� [67]; Robertson et al. (2017)† [28]
5) Cheekbone
prominence
Zygion to zygion (or widest part of the face, or the
distance between left and right tragion) divided by
jaw width (distance between left and right gonion,
or the width of face at the mouth)
Coetzee et al. (2010)� [108]; Cunningham et al. (1990) [176];
Grammer & Thornhill (1994) [177]; Koehler et al. (2004) [178];
Landry et al. (2019) [138]; Lefevre et al. (2012)� [16]; Lefevre et al.
(2013)� [67]; Little et al. (2008) [103]; Little et al. (2013) [179];
Mogilski & Welling (2018) [180]; Penton-Voak et al. (2001) [102];
Robertson et al. (2017) [28]; Rosenboom et al. (2018; called “Upper:
Lower FW”)�� [119]; Scheib et al. (1999) [181]; Wade (2016) [182]
Note:
�Study controlled for BMI.
�� Study controlled for body weight.
���Study controlled for adiposity.
† fWHR was not consistently and/or significantly associated with sexual dimorphism.
Two other dimensions used in previous research but not included in the present study are: 1) fWHR eyelids (zygion to zygion/ highest point of the upper lip to the
highest point of the eyelids): Alhajis & Ward (2013) [183]; Anderl et al., (2016) [184]; Chan et al. (2020) [185]; Efferson & Vogt (2013) [186]; He et al. (2019) [187];
Kramer et al. (2012)�† [26]; Leboa & Karwowski (2016) [188]; Lewis et al. (2012) [58]; Noser et al., (2018)� [64]; Stirrat & Perrett (2010) [62]; Wen & Zheng (2020)
[173]; Żelaźniewicz et al. (2020) [189]; Zhang et al. (2018) [190]. 2) fWHR whole face (zygion to zygion/ between the center of the hairline to the center of the chin): Lee
et al. (2018) [191]; Polo et al. (2019; forehead)� [192]; Zebrowitz et al. (2015; top of the head in infants) [128].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240284.t001
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attractiveness ratings across 8 studies; that is, women judged men with wider faces to be less
attractive [14]. In contrast, there is more compelling support for the notion that fWHR was
shaped by intrasexual competition among males. Wider faces seem to be reliably associated
with a suite of behavioral traits involved in physical competition (e.g., aggressive behavior in
sports) [12, 13] and aggression in both naturalistic and laboratory settings [13, 14, 38, 39].
While several studies found no relationship between fWHR and aggression-linked traits [19],
self-reported aggression [18], or behavioral measures of aggression [40], meta-analyses show a
strong and consistent relationship between higher male fWHR and perceptions of aggres-
siveness, fighting ability, masculinity, dominance, and threat by both male and female raters
(r = .13-.46 [14, 39, 41]; however, see Dixson et al. [42]). In addition, fWHR is linked to mea-
sures of dominance, status, or assertiveness among capuchin monkeys (Sapajus spp [43]),
macaques (Macaca mulatta [44, 45]), and bonobos (Pan paniscus [46]).
3. SSCs often co-occur with a suite of other behavioral, physiological, and morphological
traits that jointly contribute to a particular mating strategy [2]. For instance, selection on larger
Fig 1. Candidate facial masculinity ratios used in the present research.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240284.g001
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body size and muscle mass in males (relative to females) usually co-occurs with the behavioral
inclination to use these weapons [47, 48], yet fWHR was not associated with grip strength in
either sex in a recent study [49]. Other SSCs may not be associated with threat potential
directly, but rather function to enhance threat displays when employed (e.g., beards [50–52];
see also Sell et al. [53]) and/or to communicate aggressive intent [54–56]. Evidence suggests
this may apply to fWHR; Deska et al. [57] found that the anger expression was more accurately
recognized in higher fWHR faces.
Some research suggests fWHR is best understood as a predictor of behavioral strategies that
promote status-seeking [58], power, and resource acquisition, such as willingness to cheat or
exploit the trust of others to increase financial gain [59–62], risk-taking [63], and narcissism
[64] (however, see Kosinski [17]). Many authors reason that the link between these behavioral
strategies and fWHR stems from their joint regulation by testosterone [13, 65]. However,
amongst adult males, a meta-analysis showed no significant relationship between fWHR and
basal testosterone concentrations [65] or androgen receptor gene polymorphisms [66]. For
reactive testosterone (i.e., changes in response to challenge), Lefevre et al. [67] found a positive
association with fWHR, yet Bird et al. [65] and Kordsmeyer et al. [68] did not. Research on
wider face shape and higher prenatal testosterone is promising [69–71], but further studies on
hormonal correlates fWHR are needed.
In summary, for each of the three criteria useful in identifying SSCs, the previously pub-
lished evidence is weak, conflicting, or ambiguous. The first criterion has been under-exam-
ined in the literature; that is, the majority of studies focus on adult sex differences. In the
present study, we examine the developmental pattern of fWHR (as well as several other facial
masculinity ratios) to assess whether these ratios demonstrate sex-specific changes that occur
in tandem with the commencement of sexual maturation.
Ontogenetic perspectives on sexual selection
Evolution and ontogeny are closely intertwined because intra- and interspecific evolutionary
change in the adult phenotype occurs by means of changing schedules of ontogeny [72–74].
For example, sex differences in adult height can be explained quantitatively by the delayed
onset, increased rate, and longer duration of the adolescent growth spurt in males compared
with females [75]. This sex-specific pattern of growth suggests that selection for a later and lon-
ger growth spurt in males outweighed the costs of later reproduction. Research on fWHR—as
well as on sexual selection more generally—has almost exclusively drawn from studies of adult
males and females; however, the schedule and pattern of sex-specific development can provide
insights on sexual selection pressures unobtainable from studies limited to adults [76–80]. Sev-
eral types of ontogenetic data should be particularly useful to those interested in sexual selec-
tion pressures.
First, SSCs should develop in temporal contiguity with the commencement of mating com-
petition. For some species, this may occur during defined mating seasons [25, 81–84] or tran-
sient exposure to potential mates [85, 86], while in others SSC development may canalize
during reproductive maturation (i.e., puberty in humans [87–89]). Thus far, only Weston et al.
[11] has examined sex differences in fWHR prior to adulthood (see Kesterke et al. [90], Koude-
lová et al. [91] and Matthews et al. [92] for sex-specific development in non-ratio facial dimen-
sions); therefore, our primary goal is to determine if fWHR (along with several other
commonly used facial masculinity ratios) exhibits sex-specific divergence during puberty. To
further clarify the developmental pattern and shed light on the role of sexual selection, we
assess whether sex differences, if present, arise from male-specific or female-specific growth as
a proxy for selection pressures acting on males versus females.
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Second, male-specific trait development during or before mating competition is orches-
trated by androgens such as testosterone [79, 87–89, 93–95]; thus, an association between tes-
tosterone and trait development of masculine features is often treated as evidence for sexual
selection in mammalian males [65, 96]. Few studies, however, have examined the association
between fWHR and testosterone prior to adulthood. Hodges-Simeon et al. [20] showed that
among adolescents, fWHR was not associated with age, and only weakly with testosterone (see
also Welker et al. [24] and Hodges-Simeon et al. [22]). This is in stark contrast to more estab-
lished SSCs (e.g., voice pitch, muscle mass), which show very strong associations with testos-
terone and age during the adolescent period—a phase when testosterone increases by an order
of magnitude in only 5 to 9 years [79, 97, 98].
Third, if fWHR is an SSC, then it should exhibit ontogenetic patterns similar to other
human SSCs. SSCs typically emerge together during puberty because they form a functional
suite of tactics supporting success in mating competition. Thus, we should see males’ and
females’ fWHR diverge in the phase between puberty and adulthood—i.e., adolescence (or
potentially in the period between adrenarche and puberty, called juvenility or middle childhood
[72, 99–101]). The pattern of development in males may also exhibit a “spurt” (i.e., a period of
increasing growth velocity), which is descriptive of the growth pattern of male muscle mass,
height, and voice pitch [20]. This pattern is likely due to regulation by testosterone, which itself
shows a pronounced spurt [20]. Currently, there is a deficit of findings on the ontogeny of
fWHR and other commonly used facial masculinity ratios, which this research seeks to address.
Aims and predictions of the present research
We propose four aims and associated predictions for the present study. Our first goal is to test
for the presence or absence of adult sexual dimorphism in fWHR in a large, homogenous (i.e.,
European-Caucasian; N = 1,477, aged 22–40) sample. Previous studies have diverged, with
some showing a significant sex difference (Carré, & McCormick [13], N = 88; Weston et al.
[11], N = 121) and others not (Gómez-Valdés et al. [19], N = 4,960; Kramer et al. [26], N = 415;
Kramer [27], N = 3,481; Kramer [23], N = 7,941; Ozener [18], N = 470; Robertson, Kingsley, &
Ford [28], N = 444), which utilize 2D, 3D, and dry bone skull samples. Kramer et al. [23] has
targeted the largest sample of fWHR in dry bone skulls thus far (N = 7,941), showing small but
significant sex differences in fWHR in East Asian but not any other populations. We offer the
largest sample size to date for fWHR from soft tissue, three-dimensional faces. This is an
important complement to the literature on dry bone morphology, as sexual dimorphism may
stem not only from divergence in craniofacial growth, but also sex-specific patterns of muscle
and fat deposition [8].
Our second aim is to examine sex differences and sex-specific growth in fWHR in sub-
adult age groups (i.e., childhood, juvenility, and adolescence), and to determine if sex differ-
ences in fWHR are due to male-specific or female-specific growth—questions that have not
yet been addressed in the literature. For most human SSCs, pre-pubertal groups show little-to-
no difference, while those in later adolescence and adulthood exhibit more observable differ-
ences. Sex differences may derive from male-specific growth (i.e., male features growing faster
or longer than females’), female-specific growth (i.e., female features growing faster or longer
than males’), or a combination of the two. To this end, we measure fWHR among sub-adult
males and females in two populations: the large European-Caucasian sample of 3D facial scans
(ages 3 to 21) and an indigenous Bolivian Tsimane sample of 2D front-facing photographs
(ages 7 to 21).
Our third goal is to examine variation in fWHR growth velocity (i.e., acceleration) across
ages as the pattern of ontogeny may yield additional insight. In particular, human male SSCs
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typically show evidence of a growth spurt during adolescence—rapid acceleration followed by
deceleration—due to the influence of testosterone on this trait. This was previously examined
in our Tsimane dataset [20], which showed no evidence of a growth spurt in several different
fWHR ratios. However, because this sample was small, we address the question again here in
our 3D dataset, which offers a larger N.
Our fourth goal is to examine sex differences and sex-specific development in several other
commonly used facial masculinity ratios that, unlike fWHR, incorporate mandibular propor-
tions [16, 102, 103]: the ratio of bizygomatic facial width to the width of the face at the mouth
(“cheekbone prominence”) and the ratio of bizygomatic width to morphological face height
(nasion to bottom of chin; “fWHRlower”, see Fig 1). fWHRlower and cheekbone prominence
are smaller in adult men compared to women [16] because of the relatively larger size of the
male mandible. In contrast to fWHR, these two facial ratios incorporate the length and breadth
of the jaw—an area of the face with a long history of research in biological anthropology [104],
clear sexual dimorphism across populations [105, 106], associations with other SSCs [20], and
known associations with age and testosterone during development [20, 94, 107]. Further, we
include three variants of fWHR used in the literature: fWHRnasion, fWHRbrow, and
fWHRstomion (see Fig 1 and Table 1 for a guide to the facial ratios used in the present research
and in previous studies). We use this specific terminology here to increase clarity, as each of
these variants has separately been termed “fWHR” in the literature. Researchers have largely
treated these variants as interchangeable, yet it is unclear whether this decision is justified—
i.e., to what extent the variants overlap with one another.
Finally, in all analyses, we control for individual differences in facial adiposity using BMI
[108]. Lefevre et al. [16] found sexual dimorphism in fWHR disappeared after controlling for
BMI. A meta-analysis of studies before 2015 indicated that higher BMI was associated with
larger fWHRs in adults [14], yet only a third of the studies reviewed for this paper control for
individual differences in adiposity (see Table 1). This may also be an important control in
behavioral research; for example, Deanor et al. [40] identified body weight (which likely over-




Participants. For the 3D Facial Norms dataset, Institutional ethics (IRB) approval was
obtained at each recruitment site and all subjects gave their written informed consent prior to
participation (University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board #PRO09060553 and
#RB0405013; UT Health Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects #HSC-DB-09-
0508; Seattle Children’s Institutional Review Board #12107; University of Iowa Human Sub-
jects Office/Institutional Review Board #200912764 and #200710721). 3D facial scans were
obtained from the 3D Facial Norms data set (see Weinberg et al. [110] for a detailed sample
description), available at facebase.org (Accession number: FB00000491.01). Participants were
recruited from four US cities (Pittsburgh, Seattle, Houston, and Iowa City), primarily through
target advertisements. Only individuals who had no history of craniofacial trauma, congenital
malformations, or facial surgery were permitted to participate [90].
The sample consisted of 2,449 unrelated individuals of European-Caucasian ancestry
between the ages of 3–40 (1502 females and 952 males). Individuals were classified into four
age groups: child (3–6 years of age, N = 193), juvenile (7–11 years of age, N = 199), adolescent-
to-young adult (12–21 years of age, N = 580), adult (22–40 years of age, N = 1477). We classi-
fied ages 19–21 as “adolescents” for several important reasons. First, the end of adolescence is
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ambiguous and variable across individuals and populations. Western societies arbitrarily set
this at 18; however, life history theory marks the end of adolescence with the end of growth
and birth of first offspring—events that may vary widely. Second, while male adult height may
be reached in the late teens (but not always [72]), growth in other tissues (i.e., muscle mass)
often continues after age 18 [111]. Third, endocrine maturation (i.e., rapidly increasing pro-
duction of sex steroids) usually continues into the early 20s for males [79, 97, 98]. Therefore,
development of T-mediated traits will also likely extend past age 18.
Instruments. Digital stereophotogrammetry was used to obtain 24 landmark distances
from the 3D facial scans, from which 5 were used in the present study (nasion, labiale superius,
stomion, bottom of the chin, and tragion as a proxy of zygion; see Fig 1). We also utilized two
additional distances collected with direct anthropometry using spreading calipers (GPM Swit-
zerland): maximum facial width (zygion to zygion) and mandibular width (gonion to gonion).
Previous investigations have verified that data collected from facial images using digital stereo-
photogrammetry are highly replicable and precise [112]; nevertheless, we examined correla-
tions between fWHR measures calculated using facial width from landmark distances versus
direct anthropometry. All were highly correlated:
fWHRnasion (r = .92), fWHRstomion (r = .91), fWHRlower (r = .89), and cheekbone prom-
inence (r = .87). All models described in the results were also run using the caliper-derived
ratios, which altered Beta values by only trivial amounts.
Facial landmarks and masculinity ratios. Facial width was measured from the left to the
right tragion, the point marking the notch at the superior margin of the tragus, where the ear
cartilage meets the skin of the face. The upper boundary of facial height was measured from
the approximate location of the nasion, the midline point where the frontal and nasal bones
contact. The lower boundaries for mid-facial height included the labiale superius, the midline
point of the vermilion border of the upper lip at the base of the philtrum (for fWHRnasion);
the stomion, the midpoint of the labial fissure (fWHRstomion); and the bottom of the chin
(fWHRlower). See Fig 1 and Table 1. Ratios were computed by dividing facial width by facial
height; greater fWHRs reflect relatively wider faces relative to the height dimensions. Cheek-
bone prominence was a ratio of facial width to mandibular width. In this sample, mandibular
width was measured using a caliper at the left and right gonion. Previous research on cheek-
bone prominence in front-facing 2D photographs has approximated this location [16] or used
the width of the face at the mouth [20, 102]. Information about the location of the brow was
not available in the 3D renderings; therefore, of the ratios shown in Fig 1, fWHRbrow could
not be used with the 3D sample.
Ratios (rather than measures of individual facial dimensions) are often utilized in previous
research for several reasons. First, for 2D photographs in particular, ratios offer greater ease of
measurement; that is, no corrections are necessary for distance from the camera, ontogenetic
scaling, or deviations from the Frankfurt plane. Second, because of this ease, ratios have been
increasingly adopted in disciplines outside of biological anthropology; as such, there is now a
growing literature of fWHR results that require evolutionary and ontogenetic explanation.
Anthropometrics. Self-reported height and weight were collected from each participant,
and then used to calculate BMI. See www.facebase.org/facial_norms/notes/ for more informa-
tion on the sample.
2D Bolivian Tsimane sample
Population. The Tsimane are a small-scale, kin-based, group of hunter-horticulturalists
who reside in the Amazonian lowlands of Bolivia. They obtain relatively few calories from
market sources, have little access to modern medicine, and experience high rates of infectious
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diseases [113–116]. On average, individuals experience high rates of infection; for example,
approximately 60% of individuals carry at least one parasite [116]. As such the Tsimane experi-
ence high rates of chronic inflammation, characteristic of populations living in environments
with high pathogen loads [114].
Participants. For the Tsimane dataset, Institutional ethics (IRB) approval was obtained by
the University of California, Santa Barbara Institutional Review Board. Participants and their
parents gave their assent prior to participation. Participants consisted of 139 peripubertal indi-
viduals (73 males and 66 females) between the ages of 7 and 21. Participants’ ages were esti-
mated by comparing their self-reported age to their age taken from the Tsimane Health and
Life History Project (THLHP) census [113]. When there was a discrepancy between partici-
pants’ self-reported and census ages, census age was used (see Hodges-Simeon et al. [87], for
further explanation of age estimation methods). Following our 3D sample, participants were
divided into juvenile (age 7 to 11) and adolescent (age 12 to 21) age groups.
Facial measurement. To obtain facial measurements, we first took high-resolution, front-
facing color photographs of participants using a 12MP Sony camera. Participants’ heads were
positioned along the medial-sagittal plane and they were instructed to have a neutral facial
expression. Eleven trained research assistants (RAs), from Boston University and University of
California Santa Barbara, placed landmarks on all facial photographs using the image-editing
software GIMP and each photograph was processed by three RAs. The research assistants were
blind to the hypotheses of the researcher and did not know any of the photographed individu-
als. The research assistants recorded the x-y coordinates for each landmark of the face twice.
The coordinates were averaged (i.e., a total of six x coordinates and six y coordinates per land-
mark) to establish final landmark coordinates (α = .88, for males, α = .98 for females for the
entire sample). Landmarks of interest and ratios are shown in Fig 1. fWHRnasion, fWHRsto-
mion, and fWHRlower were calculated based on the same landmarks as described for the 3D
sample above. Because the location of the nasion must be approximated in soft tissue (the
nasion is the midline point where the frontal and nasal bones contact), we anticipate more
error for this point. fWHRbrow was calculated in the same way as in Carré & McCormick
[13]: bi-zygomatic breath was divided by height of the face from the top of the lip to the middle
of the brow. Cheekbone prominence was a ratio of facial width to the width of the face at the
mouth [20, 102].
Anthropometrics. Standard anthropometric protocols were used to assess growth and
energetic status [117]; participants wore light clothing and no shoes for measurement of height
and weight (to determine BMI).
Data screening and analysis. SPSS 24 was used for all analyses. To correct for small devia-
tions from normality all study variables were log-transformed. Although transformation only
altered results by trivial amounts, we report results here using the transformed variables. All
assumptions for multivariate analysis (i.e., multi-collinearity, normality, linearity, and homo-
geneity of variance) were met. Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) were used to assess multicolli-
nearity; all VIFs < 2.
For analyses, alpha level was set at 0.05 (two-tailed). As a first step, we examined bivariate
correlations between all pairs of variables. Point biserial correlations were examined for associ-
ations between sex and all other variables of interest (see Table 2). We employed correlations
to assess the degree of multicollinearity among different measures of fWHR. Inspection of cor-
relations between different measures of fWHR revealed only small differences across the age
groups (i.e., fWHRnasion and fWHRstomion were closely correlated regardless of the age cat-
egory). Therefore, in the interest of reducing the number of tests, we collapsed across age cate-
gories to examine correlations for males and females separately, controlling for age (see
Supplement for S1 Table for the 3D sample and S2 Table for the 2D sample). We then
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proceeded to conduct standard (i.e., simultaneous) multiple regressions, within each face set
and age group (Table 3).
In both samples, males were coded “1” and females were coded “2”; therefore, in the results
presented below, positive associations with sex indicate that female means are higher on this
trait. Given the importance of accurate coding of sex for the interpretation of results, we exam-
ined the association between sex and height—a known SSC—in both samples. In the 3D sam-
ple, sex was inversely correlated with body height in adults (r = -.71, p< .001) and in
adolescents (r = -.50, p< .001), with adult males showing the expected height advantage over
females. Among adolescents in the 2D sample, sex was inversely correlated with height but did
not reach conventional levels of significance (r = -.26, p = .08); therefore, we examined the
association between sex and voice pitch (data from Hodges-Simeon et al. [87]), which is more
strongly dimorphic than height [118]. Sex was positively correlated with voice pitch control-
ling for age (r = .46, p< .001). That is, being female was associated with higher voice pitch,
which confirms accurate sex coding in the 2D sample.
Curve Expert Version 1.5.0 was used to determine a best-fit algorithm for patterns of age-
related change in facial masculinity ratios. Goodness-of-fit was assessed using the coefficient
of determination (R2). In Hodges-Simeon et al. [20, 87], these methods were used to demon-
strate evidence for growth spurts in height and voice pitch.
Results
Correlations
3D European/Caucasian sample. Point-biserial correlations revealed significant sex dif-
ferences (positive values indicate females are larger) in fWHRstomion (r = -.08, p = .001),
fWHRlower (r = .07, p = .001), cheekbone prominence (r = .08, p = .001), and BMI (r = -.10, p
= .001) in adults, but not adolescents, juveniles, and children (see Table 2). Age was correlated
with sex in both adults (r = .07, p = .01) and adolescents (r = .15, p< .001), underscoring the
need to control for age in further analyses. Collapsing across age groups (and controlling for
age), fWHRnasion, fWHRstomion, and fWHRlower showed high collinearity given their
shared points of measurement (rs = .78-.96; see S1 Table for exact values). For males and
females, cheekbone prominence was moderately associated with fWHRnasion (r = .15 and .07,
Table 2. Point-biserial correlations with sex across age groups (positive values indicate that females are larger).
fWHR- nasion (nasion to
labiale superius)










Adults -.04 n/a -.08��� .07� .08�� -.10��� -.71��� .07†
Adolescents -.01 n/a -.04 .02 .04 .02 -.50��� .15���
Juveniles -.10 n/a -.12 -.12 -.12 -.08 .01 .09
Children -.10 n/a -.13 -.12 -.05 -.02 -.01 .03
2D Sample
Adolescents .18† -.44�� -.04 .10 -.11 .15 -.26† .14
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respectively), fWHRstomion (r = .17 and .09), and fWHRlower (r = .18 and .12). BMI was posi-
tively associated with fWHRnasion, fWHRstomion, and fWHRlower for both males and
females, indicating increased facial width with increasing BMI. Cheekbone prominence was
Table 3. Multiple regression models. Standardized Beta coefficients shown with t statistic in parentheses. Positive values for sex indicate female ratios are larger.
3D sample predictors 2D sample predictors
DVs: Sex Age BMI Sex Age BMI
Adults (aged 22–40) – – –
fWHRnasion (nasion to labiale superius) -.01 (-0.2) -.13 (-4.9���) .24 (9.1���) – – –
fWHRbrow (brow to labiale superius) – – – – – –
fWHRstomion (nasion to stomion) -.05 (-2.1�) -.08 (-3.0��) .26 (9.8���) – – –
fWHRlower (nasion to bottom of chin) .09 (3.2���) -.03 (-1.1) .15 (5.6���) – – –
Cheekbone Prominence .08 (2.8��) .02 (0.78) -.08 (-2.7��) – – –
Adolescents+ (ages 12–21)
fWHRnasion (nasion to labiale superius) .01 (0.4) -.25 (-5.9���) .22 (5.3���) .17 (1.7†) -.12 (-1.2) .14 (1.3)
fWHRbrow (brow to labiale superius) – – – -.44 (-4.8���) -.20 (-2.2�) .20 (2.2�)
fWHRstomion (nasion to stomion) -.01 (-0.1) -.27 (-6.4���) .25 (1.0���) -.02 (-0.2) -.27 (-2.7��) .15 (1.4)
fWHRlower (nasion to bottom of chin) .06 (1.5) -.32 (-7.6���) .14 (3.4���) .20 (2.0�) -.26 (-2.7��) -.33 (-2.1��)
Cheekbone Prominence .05 (1.1) -.11 (-2.3�) -.06 (-1.2) -.03 (-0.3) -.21 (-2.1�) -.28 (-2.8��)
Juveniles (ages 7–11)
fWHRnasion (nasion or brow to labiale superius) -.04 (-0.6) -.24 (-3.2���) .30 (4.1���) .21 (1.4) .10 (0.6) .10 (0.7)
fWHRbrow (brow to labiale superius) – – – -.44 (-3.0��) .05 (0.3) .29 (2.0�)
fWHRstomion (nasion to stomion) -.06 (-0.9) -.28 (-3.8���) .32 (4.3���) .04 (-0.3) .02 (0.1) .35 (2.3�)
fWHRlower (nasion to bottom of chin) -.07 (-0.9) -.24 (-3.2���) .23 (3.0��) .27 (1.3†) .06 (0.3) -.20 (-1.4)
Cheekbone Prominence -.08 (-1.0) -.12 (-2.4�) .06 (0.7) -.14 (0.9) -.09 (-0.6) -.27 (-1.8†)
Children (ages 3–6)
fWHRnasion (nasion or brow to labiale superius) -.09 (-1.3) -.31 (-4.3���) .06 (0.9) – – –
fWHRbrow (brow to labiale superius) – – –
fWHRstomion (nasion to stomion) -.12 (-1.7†) -.32 (-4.5���) .01 (0.2) – – –
fWHRlower (nasion to bottom of chin) -.13 (-1.9†) -.31 (-4.3���) -.05 (-0.7) – – –







aAdults, 3D: fWHRnasion [F(3,1429) = 31.4, p< .001, R2 = .06]; fWHRstomion [F(3,1428) = 36.1, p< .001, R2 = .07]; fWHRlower [F(3,1400) = 12.8, p< .001, R2 = .03];
Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,1375) = 5.9, p = .001, R2 = .01].
Adolescents, 3D: fWHRnasion [F(3,553) = 16.6, p< .001, R2 = .08]; fWHRstomion [F(3,553) = 20.9, p< .001, R2 = .10]; fWHRlower [F(3,543) = 20.0, p< .001, R2 =
.10]; Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,488) = 3.2, p = .024, R2 = .02].
Adolescents, 2D: fWHRnasion [F(3,95) = 2.2, p = .099, R2 = .06]; fWHRbrow [F(3,92) = 11.1, p< .001, R2 = .27]; fWHRstomion [F(3,92) = 3.1, p = .029, R2 = .09];
fWHRlower [F(3,95) = 6.8, p< .001, R2 = .18]; Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,95) = 4.6, p = .005, R2 = .13].
Juveniles, 3D: fWHRnasion [F(3,185) = 7.5, p< .001, R2 = .11]; fWHRstomion [F(3,185) = 9.3, p< .001, R2 = .13]; fWHRlower [F(3,184) = 5.8, p = .001, R2 = .09];
Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,156) = 2.6, p = .055, R2 = .05].
Juveniles, 2D: fWHRnasion [F(3,41) = 1.2, p = .331, R2 = .08]; fWHRbrow [F(3,38) = 4.6, p = .007, R2 = .27]; fWHRstomion [F(3,39) = 1.9, p = .144, R2 = .13]
fWHRlower [F(3,41) = 2.0, p = .133, R2 = .13]; Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,41) = 1.7, p = .176, R2 = .11].
Children, 3D: fWHRnasion [F(3,176) = 7.0, p< .001, R2 = .11]; fWHRstomion [F(3,176) = 7.6, p< .001, R2 = .12]; fWHRlower [F(3,166) = 7.5, p< .001, R2 = .12];
Cheekbone Prominence [F(3,171) = 5.0, p = .002, R2 = .08].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240284.t003
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inversely associated with BMI for females only, indicating that weight gain affects the breadth
of the lower face for females. See S1 Table.
2D Bolivian Tsimane sample. Males had larger fWHRbrow (r = -.44, p = .001, in adoles-
cents; r = -.43, p = .001, in juveniles) and fWHRlower (r = -.29, p = .004, in adolescents), but
there were no sex differences in fWHRnasion and cheekbone prominence. See Table 2. We also
examined the relationships between fWHR measures to explore the extent to which these mea-
sures co-varied. fWHRnasion and fWHRstomion were correlated in males (r = .71, p< .001) and
females (r = .40, p< .001), similar to the 3D sample. fWHRbrow was also closely associated with
fWHRnasion (r = .82, p< .001 and r = .78, p< .001) and fWHRstomion for males and females,
respectively. Cheekbone prominence was significantly associated with fWHRlower (r = .63, p<
.001 and r = .31, p< .01). In contrast to the 3D sample, fWHRlower was not significantly associ-
ated with fWHRnasion; however, fWHRlower was correlated with fWHRbrow (r = .40, p< .001
and r = .61, p< .001) and fWHRstomion (r = .50, p< .001 and r = .79, p< .001). Also, in contrast
to the 3D sample, cheekbone prominence was inversely correlated with fWHRnasion (r = -.40, p<
.001 and r = -.39, p< .01) and uncorrelated with fWHRbrow and fWHRstomion. See S2 Table.
Are fWHR and/or other commonly used masculinity ratios sexually
dimorphic in adults?
3D European/Caucasian sample. Zero-order correlations indicated that both BMI and
age were associated with sex; therefore, we employed multiple regression to examine the effects
of sex on facial masculinity ratios while controlling for these potential confounds. Four sepa-
rate multiple regression models were employed with sex, age, and BMI as predictors and
fWHRnasion, fWHRstomion, fWHRlower, and cheekbone prominence as the outcome vari-
ables (see Table 3). Sex was a significant predictor of fWHRstomion (ß = -.05, p< .05),
fWHRlower (ß = .09, p< .001), and cheekbone prominence (ß = .08, p< .01), but not
fWHRnasion (ß = -.01, p = .84). In other words, males showed the expected pattern of larger
mandible breadth (i.e., smaller cheekbone prominence) and longer chin (i.e., smaller
fWHRlower). Males showed significantly wider faces relative to the midface, but only when the
midface extended to the stomion (i.e., fWHRstomion), and not when it terminated at the
labiale superius (fWHRnasion). This finding was surprising given the shared variance in
fWHRnasion and fWHRstomion (r = .96; see S1 Table). Post-hoc analyses showed a significant
sex difference in upper lip height in this sample (ß = -.38, p< .001) controlling for age and
BMI; that is, males have significantly larger upper lip height than females.
BMI was a significant predictor of the outcome variables in all models. Age was also a sig-
nificant negative predictor for fWHRnasion and fWHRstomion; as individuals age from 22 to
40 years, both of these fWHR measures get smaller, likely reflecting a lengthening of the mid-
face with aging (see Table 3). See also Fig 2 for visual representation of changes in the variables
of interest with age.
Are fWHR and/or other commonly used masculinity ratios sexually
dimorphic in sub-adults?
3D European/Caucasian sample. Separate multiple regression models were again con-
ducted for each age group—children, juveniles, and adolescents—and paralleled those for
adults. Across all sub-adult age groups, sex was not a significant predictor of any of the mascu-
linity ratios while age was a significant inverse predictor of all facial ratios (see Table 3 for stan-
dardized Betas and t statistics). With sub-adult growth, fWHRnasion (ß = -.25, p< .001) and
fWHRstomion (ß = -.27, p< .001) became smaller—facial width decreased relative to midface
height (i.e., became less masculine based on current conceptualizations of fWHR). fWHRlower
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(ß = -.32, p< .001) and cheekbone prominence (ß = -.11, p< .05) also became smaller, indi-
cating childhood growth in mandible dimensions relative to bizygomatic width. Similar to the
adults, BMI was a significant positive predictor of fWHRnasion, fWHRstomion, and
fWHRlower in juvenility and adolescence but not childhood (ßs = .14 - .32; see Table 3). In
other words, juveniles/adolescents with greater somatic adiposity (and, by extension, facial adi-
posity) had wider faces relative to facial height. See Table 3.
2D Bolivian Tsimane sample. Because brow information was available for the 2D sample
but not the 3D sample (see Methods for more information), we examined multiple regression
models predicting fWHRbrow as well as the other 4 ratios. In adolescents, sex was a significant
negative predictor of fWHRbrow (ß = -.44, p< .001), but not fWHRstomion or fWHRnasion,
for which sex approached significance as a positive predictor (ß = .17, p = .09). Again, these
results were surprising because fWHRbrow and fWHRnasion were correlated with each other
(r = .82, p< .001). Post-hoc analyses were employed to determine if the distance from the
nasion to the brow was sexually dimorphic and could be driving the opposing relationships
with sex. Controlling for age and BMI, sex was a very strong predictor of nasion-to-brow dis-
tance (ß = .72, p< .001), with females having higher-placed brows relative to the nasion posi-
tion. A similar pattern was found for juveniles (ß = .75, p< .001; see Table 3), indicating this
sex difference is present prior to puberty. See Fig 3 for nasion-to-brow distance by age.
Fig 2. Facial masculinity ratios, height, and BMI by age and sex (3D sample).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240284.g002
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Results also showed that sex was a significant positive predictor of fWHRlower in adoles-
cents (ß = .20, p = .04) and approached conventional significance in juveniles (ß = .27, p = .08).
What is the pattern of sex-specific ontogeny for facial masculinity ratios?
3D European/Caucasian sample. Because analyses thus far showed a significant effect of
age on facial ratios across age groups, we explore age-related changes by sex in Fig 2. Visual
inspection of results indicates declining facial width relative to height during sub-adult growth
as well as during adulthood, supporting conclusions about the effects of age drawn from
regressions above.
In order to assess the extent to which facial masculinity ratios exhibit changes in velocity
during adolescence—i.e., a growth spurt—we examined whether a sigmoidal model explained
more variance than a linear one. Because fWHRstomion, fWHRlower, and cheekbone promi-
nence were found to be sexually dimorphic in adulthood, the pattern of development for each
of these ratios was examined for evidence of a growth spurt. As in Hodges-Simeon et al. [20],
we found no evidence of changes in facial ratio growth velocity during adolescence.
Visual inspection of the scatterplots suggested that fWHRlower might become sexually
dimorphic in later adolescence; therefore, post-hoc analyses were also conducted to determine
Fig 3. Brow-to-nasion distance by age and sex (2D sample).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240284.g003
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if restricting the age range to over 14 in both samples changed the results for the adolescent
age group. In the 3D sample, fWHRlower was sexually dimorphic (ß = .11, p = .02) among
those aged 14 to 21. Restricting the age range did not change the effect of sex for any of the
other ratios. In the 2D sample, restricting the age range to 14+ did not substantially change the
results; however, fWHRnasion did reach conventional levels of significance (ß = .16, p = .049).
That is, over-14 female adolescents had significantly larger fWHRnasions than did males.
Discussion
The goal of the present research was to address ongoing debates on the existence and evolu-
tionary origins of sex-typical variation in fWHR and other facial masculinity ratios using onto-
genetic evidence. We examined sex differences in five different ratios across sub-adult and
adult age groups in 2D photos and 3D renderings in two distinct populations. Results showed
that 3 variables predict significant variation in facial masculinity ratios—sex, age, and BMI.
Each reveals potentially important clues to inconsistencies in past fWHR research and suggest
agendas for future research.
Summary of results
First, sex was a significant predictor of some but not all facial masculinity ratios. Across both
samples, those ratios that incorporated dimensions of the lower face—i.e., the length
(fWHRlower) and breadth (cheekbone prominence) of the mandible—suggest a history of sex-
ual selection. In the adult 3D sample (ages 22 to 40), fWHRlower and cheekbone prominence
were clearly sexually dimorphic, with males again showing a longer (in terms of fWHRlower
where jaw size augments length) and wider (in terms of cheekbone prominence where jaw size
augments width) lower face than females. fWHRlower also showed the expected ontogenetic
pattern for SSCs; that is, sexual dimorphism developed in the life stage following puberty. In
the 2D sample, among adolescents (aged 12 to 21), but not among juveniles (aged 7 to 11), sex
was a significant predictor of fWHRlower. In the 3D adolescent sample (aged 12 to 21), sex dif-
ferences were not found; however, when the age group was restricted to later adolescent ages
—i.e., 14 to 21—a significant sex difference emerged, suggesting that lower face development
may occur later in adolescence. These findings accord with a long history of research in biolog-
ical anthropology showing differential growth in the mandible among male Homo sapiens
[104], which produces measurable sex differences across diverse populations [92, 105, 106].
These findings also make sense in light of research showing associations between fWHRlower
and baseline testosterone levels [20], one testosterone-related genetic variant [119], as well as
other testosterone-dependent traits, like upper body strength [20]. Finally, this work accords
with research showing that beardedness in male humans may have evolved to amplify the size
of the lower face and jaw [42].
Our review of the literature, although not exhaustive, showed substantial variation in the
way fWHR is measured when the midface is used as the height dimension (see Table 1). Facial
width is relatively consistent across studies; however, midface height has several variants,
which we called fWHRnasion, fWHRbrow, and fWHRstomion (see Fig 1). Despite high corre-
lations among these measures, sex differences in these variants were not consistent across mea-
sures and samples. In the 3D sample, fWHRstomion was larger in adult males, yet closely
correlated fWHRnasion was not dimorphic. Post-hoc analyses showed that this pattern of
results was driven by greater upper lip height in males compared with females (also found by
Kesterke et al. [90] and Matthews et al. [92]). Sexual dimorphism in upper lip height illustrates
that variants of fWHR should not be treated as interchangeable in research. In the 2D sample,
fWHRstomion was not dimorphic, while fWHRnasion was significantly larger in females rather
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than males (among those over 14). It is possible that variation across these samples may be due
to inter-population differences in the presence and degree of sexual dimorphism in fWHR; for
example, Kramer et al. [23] found significant sex differences in fWHRnasion among East
Asian populations but not any other groups. The degree of SSC development may vary with
energetic stress [87] and greater sexual dimorphism has been found among energy-abundant
societies [120], underscoring the need to sample across a range of diverse human socioecolo-
gies, as we have done here.
Our 2D sample included landmarks on the eyebrow, which were not available for the 3D
renderings. fWHRbrow was sexually dimorphic, with males showing the expected wider faces
relative to females. Again, this was surprising because closely correlated fWHRnasion and
fWHRstomion were not dimorphic. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the distance from the
nasion to the brow accounts for this pattern of results, with females showing substantially
higher brows than males. Like mandible size, this finding accords with previous research on
greater supraorbital, or brow ridge, size in male Homo sapiens [121, 122], which is likely associ-
ated with lower-set eyebrows. Work in growth modeling has shown that males’ brow ridge
grows faster during adolescence, giving rise to observable sex differences by age 16 [92].
Our results also showed that sexual dimorphism in fWHRbrow emerges early, with sex
being a significant predictor even in our juvenile sample. The ontogeny of secondary sexual
traits is traditionally characterized by differential male and female growth arising from sex ste-
roid hormone increases in puberty [88, 89]. These findings, however, suggest that certain sexu-
ally dimorphic face features may diverge prior to puberty—in other periods characterized by
hormonal switch points (i.e., prenatal, early post-natal, post-adrenarche). This conclusion is
supported by a number of studies that have identified significant early-life sex differences in
the face [69–71] and other aspects of the phenotype (e.g., Fouquet et al. [123]). Matthews et al.
[92] observed that there were two phases in the emergence of facial sexual dimorphism—ages
5 to 10 (i.e., the post-adrenarche period [101]) and ages 12 onwards. Some aspects of facial sex-
ual dimorphism were present in the first phase and became more exaggerated in the second
phase (i.e., forehead, chin, and cheeks), whereas others did not emerge until the second phase
(i.e., nose, brow ridge, and upper lip). Sexual dimorphism in several other SSCs begins before
puberty; for example, human female infants show greater body fat from birth onwards [124].
The ultimate reasons for different emergence patterns should be addressed in future research;
however, one interpretation is that mating and status competition may begin before puberty in
humans [99, 100].
A lower brow position may be an important factor in raters’ perceptions of aggressiveness,
fighting ability, masculinity, dominance, and threat in those with high fWHRbrow [14, 39, 41].
Research on emotion attribution from facial features has shown that lower-placed eyebrows
are perceived as more threatening and aggressive regardless of the facial expression and that
raters have greater anger recognition accuracy for high fWHR faces and greater fear accuracy
for low fWHR faces (Deska et al. [125], which used brow position). Further, faces where the
chin is tilted forward or backward have higher fWHR and are perceived as more intimidating
as a result (Hehmen et al. [126], which also used the brow). Lower brow position in males may
be a cause or consequence of the evolution of the anger expression and head orientation; that
is, sexually dimorphic attributes may have co-evolved with universal facial expressions of
anger and fear [127] and may function to enhance threat displays when employed [50–52, 54].
Confounds in fWHR research: Age and BMI
Across both samples, age was a significant inverse predictor of fWHR measures, controlling
for sex and BMI. In the 3D sample, age was a consistent negative predictor of facial masculinity
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ratios from age 3 to adulthood; however, the effect was more pronounced in sub-adult groups.
In other words, the face becomes less wide relative to midface height, lower face height, and
chin breadth throughout childhood growth, i.e., less “baby-faced” [128]. This is likely a conse-
quence of the decreasing relative size of the cranial vault from birth to adulthood along with
increases in nose and mandible growth [92]. In addition, the 3D sample showed that fWHRna-
sion and fWHRstomion continue to decrease with adult aging, which has been shown in previ-
ous research [28, 129], although the slope is not as steep as among sub-adult groups (see Fig 2).
This effect may be due to age-related collagen degradation [130] and/or changes in the bony
structure [131]. Overall, these findings point to age as an important variable to consider in
sample selection and data analysis in fWHR research.
BMI was also a significant predictor of most fWHR measures across juvenile, adolescent,
and adult age groups (see Table 3). BMI was used as a proxy measure for fat stores and con-
trolled in all analyses because fat tends to be deposited on the cheeks and chin, increasing facial
width. Previous research has consistently shown that BMI is correlated with a higher fWHR
[14]; yet a minority of studies reviewed for this paper control for it (see Table 1). The role of
BMI in predicting individual differences in facial masculinity ratios speaks to the importance
of examining fWHR in both dry bone and soft tissue faces. Evidence suggests that there may
be differential selection on bone and fat/muscle in humans and that each may separately con-
tribute to increases in fWHR. For example, in one forensic sample, men with lower fWHRs
were significantly more likely to die from contact violence than were men with higher fWHR,
suggesting that men with relatively wider faces were more likely to survive aggressive encoun-
ters with other men [132]. The authors hypothesized that greater zygomatic buttressing may
have benefited ancestral men by reducing the negative effects of craniofacial impact. Yet mea-
sures of fWHR from 2D photographs cannot distinguish facial breadth due to bony dimen-
sions, which are more substantial in men, versus fat deposits, which tend to be greater in
women [8]. Previous studies have shown that the cheek region is sexually dimorphic [92] and
our results showed that BMI affects cheekbone prominence in females but not males. Finally,
little research has considered how sex differences in facial muscle may impact fWHR dimen-
sions; one recent study showed that the brachyfacial face type, which overlaps with high
fWHR, has greater masseter volume than more narrow face types [133].
Ontogeny and sexual selection
The broader goal of this research was to emphasize the importance of using ontogenetic data
to address questions in sexual selection research, using fWHR as a model case. We point to
four questions that may be asked of this type of data that should corroborate conclusions
drawn from data on adults, providing a roadmap for future researchers to use developmental
patterns to substantiate claims about sexual selection pressures. First, do sex differences arise
in coordination with the onset of mate competition? Second, do sex differences arise from dif-
ferential male or female growth? Third, does the purported sexually selected trait exhibit a
spurt? And finally, do these traits co-vary with sex steroid hormones and/or other SSCs? Our
results show that only fWHRlower exhibits the expected pattern of ontogeny for a sexually
selected male trait.
As a further example of an SSC with a clearer history of sexual selection, we point to
research on the low human male voice. During puberty, increased production of testosterone
causes males’ vocal folds to thicken and their larynxes to descend, producing a lower pitched
and more resonant sounding voice [97, 134, 135]. Male adolescents experience a decrease in
fundamental and formant frequencies, which jointly contribute to perceived lower pitch, as
their vocal folds thicken and lengthen. This decrease happens in a “spurt” [87]. By adulthood,
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the sex difference in fundamental frequency is over 5 standard deviations [118], and may be
associated with variation in testosterone ([135]; however, see Arnocky et al. [136] and Landry
et al., [137]). Lower pitched voices are rated as more attractive-sounding by women and more
dominant-sounding by both sexes [138, 139]. Furthermore, in one natural-fertility population,
men with lower pitched voices were found to father more offspring [31]. Finally, sexually
dimorphic vocal parameters are associated with body size [140], muscle mass during adoles-
cence [80], self-report aggressiveness [118], and perceptions of aggressive intent [55, 56].
These various sources of evidence jointly lend greater confidence to the assertion that male
vocal traits are SSCs. Most measures of fWHR do not meet this evidentiary standard.
Limitations
This research has several limitations. We sought to compare the pattern of fWHR ontogeny in
two distinct populations (European-decent Caucasians and indigenous-decent Bolivians);
however, there were methodological differences between the two that prohibit a direct com-
parison. First, besides being 3D and 2D respectively, landmarks were placed by a different set
of researchers, which could have introduced bias. Further, cheekbone prominence was mea-
sured using a caliper distance in the 3D sample and a landmark distance in the 2D sample,
based on what was available in the datasets. Further research is needed which directly com-
pares across populations using the same methodology (see Kramer [23]). Second, the nasion
landmark was used in Weston et al.’s [11] original research on facial width in dry bone sam-
ples; however, it should be used with caution in soft tissue studies. The nasion refers to the
midline point where the frontal and nasal bones contact (i.e., the nasofrontal suture). Although
informed by previous research [141], this exact position poses more of a challenge in soft tissue
photos or renderings; therefore, there may be a larger degree of error in this landmark. Our
results suggest that when fWHR is measured in soft tissue, brow position should be used rather
than the nasion. Finally, this research highlights the importance of age, yet the data are cross-
sectional. Future studies on intra-individual longitudinal change would help clarify the effect
of age and BMI on sex differences in fWHR.
An additional limitation of all fWHR research is the drawbacks of using a simple ratio or
discrete dimensions to describe complex, multidimensional features such as face shape. Faces
are composite phenotypes that vary in a number of interrelated dimensions; therefore, changes
in any single dimensions may push or pull other aspects of the face in ways that are not
reflected by a simple ratio. For instance, Costa et al. [142] manipulated fWHR, yet in order to
keep head size constant, low fWHR faces had longer chins and smaller relative eye size (see Fig
1, pg. 3). Further, higher fWHR seems to be consistently rated as more masculine in males, but
not in females (See Geniole et al. [14], Table 1). This is particularly unusual as most human
male SSCs (e.g., higher muscle mass, broader shoulders, lower voice, larger size) shape impres-
sions of masculinity and physical dominance in both males and females [143–145]. This puz-
zling pattern of results may be rooted in the association between fWHR and other dimorphic
features not fully captured in the ratio. In other words, it is difficult to know if the association
between fWHR and a wide variety of tested variables lie in the ratio itself or closely correlated
features. Therefore, true experimental manipulation of fWHR is not possible and researchers
interested in facial sexual dimorphism should consider multivariate approaches [146], such as
geometric morphometrics [69, 90–92].
Conclusions
These findings add an ontogenetic perspective to the ongoing debate on the history of sexual
selection on fWHR. Our results show that only fWHRlower exhibits the classic pattern of
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ontogeny for a sexually selected human male trait—i.e., adult sex differences in fWHRlower
along with greater lower-face growth in males relative to females during adolescence. These
findings also highlight potential confounds that may be responsible for inconsistent findings
in the fWHR literature (i.e., age—due to both sub-adult growth and adult ageing—and BMI),
and also reveal via post-hoc analysis some features (brow position and lip height) that deserve
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